Store Policies and FAQs
Firstly, we can easily be reached at: info@newyorkbarstore.com or toll free 1-888-707-4504. We love hearing from our customers
and handle each of your concerns personally and will respond to you in less than 24 hours!

Guarantee Policy
At NewYorkBarStore.com, our ﬁrst priority is a satisﬁed customer. We believe that the way to ensure customer satisfaction is to offer
top quality new bar supply product(s) along with an uncommon level of customer service. If you are for any reason dissatisﬁed with
our bartending supplies, you may return them within 30 days of purchase in their original packaging for a refund of the full purchase
price of the products (sorry, shipping is non refundable). Please notify us prior to returning your order at info@newyorkbarstore.
com and we will issue a return authorization number and the return address. All returns should be shipped with original forms and
return authorization number.

Payment Policy
New York Bar Store currently accepts the following payment methods:

• Visa / Mastercard / AMEX / Discover
• PayPal / eCheck
• Google Checkout
• Check *
• Money Order *
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If using a check or money order, please make it out to “Parallel Phenomena, Inc”, our parent company, and the check must clear
before we ship. Our online ordering system uses 128 Bit Secure SSL Ordering Technology that is Verisign approved, so rest assured your privacy is protected and transaction is secure.
All payments are processed from New York Bar Store’s parent company “Parallel Phenomena, Inc.”, so look for that on your credit
card statements.
* Please send all checks, money orders, and written correspondence to:

NewYorkBarStore.com
188A Kearny Ave, #131
Kearny, NJ 07032

2nd Day Air
Order Amount
$0.01 - $20
$5.95
$20.01 - $50
$7.95
$50.01 - $100
$10.95
UPS REAL TIME RATES
$100.01 - $150
$11.95
$150.01 - $200
$13.95
$200.01 - $250
$15.95
Over $250
FREE !**
* Canada & US Entities outside of Continental US add 7.5% USD
* Outside US / Canada? Please proceed to checkout and weʼll quote you a shipping price, but we may ask for additional funds before
shipping. Typical shipping costs are $15-$60. Learn More...
** Free shipping only applicable to orders within the continental USA (48 states)

Contact Us :

New York Bar Store
© Parallel Phenomena, Inc.
1-888-707-4504
AOL Instant Message Us!
info@newyorkbarstore.com

NEW YORK BAR STORE
Fully Stocked
Bar Caddy Set
The caddy designed to hold everything, and everything it is designed to hold. It includes beverage napkins, two kinds of straws
(sip straws and Collins straws),
and two kinds of drink picks (parasol umbrella picks and sword
picks). Item #: SET-04-PARTY

Mojito Kit
This is the perfect gift for the
mojito lover on your list! This kit
contains all the necessary tools to
you need to make a mojito. This
includes not just the muddler and
shaker tin, but also a rimmer and
Rokz mint and lime mojito rimming sugar to create a new level
of ﬂavor for your mojito. Item #:
SET-03-MOJITO

We’ve created a sampler. Customers have also been using
these for arts and crafts projects,
vinegar and olive oil dispensers, and many other handy jobs
around the house! Pick up yours
today!Item #: POUR-10-sampler

Brutul Lagerhead
Black & Tan Turtle

Bullet
Cocktail ShakFully Stocked
er
Piece,Set
24 oz.)
Bar(3Caddy

Deluxe
Double Hinge
Fully Stocked
Corkscrew
w/case
Bar Caddy Set

This
sleek designed
style of toa hold
cocktail
The caddy
evshaker
used when
erything,is most
and often
everything
it is
concocting
perfect
martini,
designed tothehold.
It includes
“shaken
stirred”.two
Youkinds
will ofbeveragenot
napkins,
of
ten
see (sip
this bullet
on the
straws
strawsshaker
and Collins
bar’s
top and
shelf,two
as itkinds
is most
visustraws),
of drink
ally
appealing.
Item #: SHAKERpicks
(parasol umbrella
picks and
03-BULLET
sword picks).

This
our premium
for
The is
caddy
designedcorkscrew
to hold evthe
discerning
connoisseur.
erything,
and wine
everything
it is
First,
this corkscrew
the
designed
to hold. features
It includes
IDEAL
hinged
design.
beveragedouble
napkins,
two kinds
of
This
makes
out
straws
(sip getting
straws the
andcork
Collins
much
easier,
youdrink
two
straws),
and as
twoit allows
kinds of
different
leverage
points
to and
pull
picks (parasol
umbrella
picks
the
cork.
Item #: CORK-19-DEsword
picks).
LUXE

Bar
Ninja
Mojito
Kit Bottle
The perfect gift for the mojito lovOpener

VacuVin
Concerto
Fully Stocked
Wine
Stopper
Bar Caddy
Set

Brütül, Inc. (brew tool) presents
the Black & Tan Turtle: the ultimate device for creating the
classic Black and Tan and other
delicious layered beers. Tering. The mouth of the turtle is a
bottle opener. Item #: TOOL-02BLACKNTAN

er. This is the perfect gift for the
This opener is modeled off a clasmojito lover on your list! This kit
sic butterﬂy knife design, but concontains all the necessary tools to
ceals a bottle opener rather than
you need to make a mojito. This
a blade, make this bottle opener
includes not just the muddler and
the most unique conversation
shaker tin, but also a rimmer and
piece behind the bar. Item #:
Rokz mint and lime mojito rimOPENER-11-NINJA
ming sugar to create a new level
of ﬂavor for your mojito.

Artic Ice Shot 20
Piece Party Pack

Corona Wall Mount
Bottle Opener

Push-n-Pop
Opener
Artic Ice Shot
20
(Lot
5) Pack
PieceofParty

Artic Ice shots 20 piece party pack
- the coolest party favor there is!
Do tequila shots of our frozen
margarita mix, or vodka shots out
of frozen orange juice! Or, use to
make jello shot glasses! Item #:
GLASS-03-ICESHOT-PARTYPACK

Perfect for the avid Corona drinker, this high quality stainless steel
wall mounted bottle opener has
got you covered from the fridge to
your hand. Great for the home bar
and commercial bar alike. Item
#: MSC-06-CORONA-OPENER

The
Push-n-Pop
is aparty
fun pack
new
Artic Ice
shots 20 piece
opener
that isparty
alsofavor
a real
crowd
- the coolest
there
is!
pleaser.
wants
to
Do tequilaEverybody
shots of our
frozen
see
it work,
says
one bartender,
margarita
mix,
or vodka
shots out
Great,
I tell
them,juice!
just buy
beer
of frozen
orange
Or, ause
to
and
show
Seen on DigmakeI’lljello
shotyou.
glasses!
gnation episode 63. Excellent
gift idea! Item #: OPENER-05wholesale-5

Artic Ice Shot 6
Piece Starter Pack

Fully Stocked
Bar Caddy Set

Artic Ice Shot 6
NEW STUFF
Piece Starter Pack

Monster
Mash
Fully Stocked
Muddler
Bar Caddy Set

Pardon the pun, but Artic Ice Shots are
perhaps the coolest party favor ever!
These are exactly what they look like
– they form an ice cube shaped like
a shot glass. Not only is this the best
way to serve a “neat” drink, but you
can also make the Ice Shot out of
your favorite juices and mixers! Item

Holds
everything:
napkins,
straws, stirrers, olives, cherries, lemons, limes, matches,
toothpicks, you name it, this guy
can host it! Comes in a beautiful chrome ﬁnish, one you will
cherish as you make your guests
some ultimate drinks! Item #:
CAD-07-CHROME

Artic Ice shots 6 piece starter kit - the
coolest party favor there is! Pardon
Stay on top of the ever changing
barIce
products
inthe pun, but Artic
Shots are perhaps the coolest party favor ever!
These are exactly what they look like
dustry - these cool hot new
areshaped
sure like
to
– they products
form an ice cube
a shot glass. Not only is this the best
way to serve a “neat” drink, but you
stand out at the bar or with
your
buds
can also
make
the Ice Shot out of
your favorite juices and mixers!

The caddy
plastic designed
muddler is
sturdy
to ahold
ev8.5
inch solid
that offers years
erything,
androdeverything
it is
of
utility! A hot
as this
designed
to seller
hold. lately
It includes
is
an essential
for Mojitos!!!
Item
beverage
napkins,
two kinds
of
#:
MSC-23-MASHER
straws
(sip straws and Collins
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

#: GLASS-04-ICESHOT-6PACK
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Pour Spout Sampler

This
is a designed
replacement
for the
The caddy
to hold
evVacuVin
The itVacerything, wine
and stopper.
everything
is
uVin
only comes
with Itone,
but of
designed
to hold.
includes
course
younapkins,
may needtwo
a few
more.
beverage
kinds
of
So
here (sip
they straws
are! Item
WINEstraws
and#: Collins
04-REPLACE
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

Vacuvin
Wine VacFully Stocked
uum
Pump Set
Recork
Bar Caddy
The
caddy
designed
to hold
Save Wine Bottle

everything, and everything it is
If you want just a glass, this bedesigned to hold. It includes
comes problematic as the rest of
beverage napkins, two kinds of
the bottle will certainly go bad if
straws (sip straws and Collins
not consumed. So here’s the best
straws), and two kinds of drink
way to get the air out of the bottle
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
and preserve your wine Item #:
sword picks).
WINE-06-VACUVIN

Beer Pong Reload
(Cups and Balls)

Fully Stocked
Bar Caddy Set

Palm
Tree 24oz Cup
Fully Stocked
with
Straw and
Bar Caddy
Set Lid

10oz
Fully Pineapple
Stocked Cup
with
Lid
Bar Caddy
Set

This kit contains what you’ll need
to keep playing, keg after keg after keg. It comes complete with
44 16oz plastic cups (enough
for 4 racks plus 4 wash balls), 4
SEAMLESS BP Pro ping pong
balls – so your set to go for Beirut.
Item #: GAME-07-RELOAD

Equipped with the “Snapper”
bottle opener, this handsome 6
piece kit includes: 1 BAR TOWEL, 2 COASTERS, 2 GLASSES,
and 1 LAGERHEAD TURTLE.
The key to ultimate black and
tan every time! Item #: GIFT-14BLACKNTAN

These
16” tall,
24oz very
The caddy
designed
to reusable
hold evplastic
cups
come
complete itwith
erything,
and
everything
is
palm
frondtoon hold.
top and
designed
It includes
a
ﬂexible straw
thattwo
goes
to the
beverage
napkins,
kinds
of
bottom.
Makes
ANY and
drink Collins
better,
straws (sip
straws
low
cost and
makes
perfect
for
straws),
twothem
kinds
of drink
buy
cup and
get cheap
picksthe
(parasol
umbrella
picks reﬁll
and
bar
specials!
sword
picks). Item #: GLASS-07PALMTREE

These
5 1/2”
tall, 10oz
The caddy
designed
to cups
hold are
evmade
of durable
plastic with
a
erything,
and everything
it is
screw-on
your
designed lid.
to Bound
hold. toItmake
includes
tiki
or luau napkins,
theme party!
lid inbeverage
twoThe
kinds
of
cludes
holestraws
for a ﬂexible
straw
straws a(sip
and Collins
and
a cap
and
pineapple
straws),
and
two
kinds offronds
drink
to
get(parasol
you in the
spirit. Straw
not
picks
umbrella
picks and
included.
Item #: GLASS-08sword picks).
PINEAPPLE
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24oz Three Piece Tiki
Shaker
Perfect for any kind of concoction
and complete with a strainer top
to keep that nasty ice from diluting your drink, just like our regular
3 piece shakers but this thing has
even smoother operation. Item
#: SHAKER-06-TIKI

Beer Bands - Never Drink
Backwash Again!!!
For those of you that don’t know,
beer bands are the best way to
identify your beer! These rubberized bands ﬁt over your beer can
OR bottle. You can quickly identify your beer by the color or personalized message on the band.
Item #: MSC-08-BEER-BAND

These 5” tall 11 oz Parrot shaped
plastic cups come as a set of 3
assorted colors so your party
won’t look like the cups are all inbred. Complete with a straw hole
in the lid and the cup snaps apart
for easy cleaning and multiple
uses (straw not included) Item #:
GLASS-10-PARROT

Set of 4 Tiki Mugs
The perfect mug for the perfect
Tiki or luau theme party. Fill up
Bela, Carlos, Klaus, and Sherm
with 14oz of your favorite Polynesian Punch and get this party
started.These ceramic mugs
come as a set of 4. Item #:
GLASS-09-TIKI-MUG

Flamingo
Straws Fully Stocked
pack
of 12 Set
Bar Caddy
Pink
plasticdesigned
straws with
a evﬂaThe caddy
to hold
mingo
Wrap the itbird
erything,attached.
and everything
is
around
the to
straw,
match
slots
designed
hold.
It the
includes
and
you’venapkins,
got onetwo
cool
straw.
beverage
kinds
of
Perfect
for any
of our
cups
and
straws (sip
straws
and
Collins
glasses.
of 12kinds
straws.
Item
straws), Pack
and two
of drink
#:
PTY-10-FLAMINGO
picks
(parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

Hula
MojitoGirl
KitStraws The perfect
pack
of gift
12for the mojito lov-

er. This is the perfect gift for the
Packed a dozen in a bag. These
mojito lover on your list! This kit
plastic straws have an actual tiscontains all the necessary tools to
sue hula girl attached. Just open
you need to make a mojito. This
the skirt and wrap it around the
includes not just the muddler and
straw and match the slots. You
shaker tin, but also a rimmer and
are now ready to ofﬁcially enjoy
Rokz mint and lime mojito rimyour party and your drink. Item
ming sugar to create a new level
#: PTY-11-HULA
of ﬂavor for your mojito.

Tiki
ArticCoasters
Ice Shot(set
20 of 4)
Pack
of 4Party
coasters.Pack
Coasters are
Piece

Witty
Fully Cocktail
StockedNapkins
We
picked
out a Set
few napkins we
Bar Caddy
thought were especially cute and
The caddy designed to hold evoffer them to you in packs of 20.
erything, and everything it is
After you read them send us an
designed to hold. It includes
email if you didn’t at least smile.
beverage napkins, two kinds of
If you did smile, the buy button is
straws (sip straws and Collins
below on the right side Item #:
straws), and two kinds of drink
PTY-12
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

LED
Speed
Bottle Opener
Fully
Stocked
Motion
activated Set
light up bottle
Bar Caddy
opener offers a sleep new futurThe design
caddy with
designed
evistic
a lighttouphold
handle!
erything,
and
everything
it is
Ultra
bright
chasing
LED lights
designed
to hold. Iteach
includes
turn
on automatically
time
beverage
napkins,
two
kinds
of
the opener is picked up, and
straws (sip straws
Collins
automatically
turn offand
when
set
straws),Available
and twoinkinds
of drink
down.
an awesome
picks
(parasol
umbrella
picks
and
multicolor LED! Item #: GLOW-10sword picks).
SPEED-OPENER

Fully Stocked
BAR SUPPLIES
Bar Caddy Set

Big Mouth Tiki Mugs
(set of 4)

Set of 6 Coconut Cups
in Assorted Colors

These mugs as a set of 4, these
are 12 oz mugs. Not sure if they
are called “big mouth” for the
opening on the top or the tiki
mask on the front, but either way
there’s no question whose mug is
whose. Works for tropical drinks
or for a large coffee mug. Item #:
GLASS-06-BIGMOUTH

These 5 1/2” tall, 16 oz coconut
cups are made of hard plastic and
comes as a set of 6 in assorted
colors.The top snaps on and off
for easy ﬁlling and comes complete with a straw hole (Straw not
included). Perfect addition to any
tiki party or luau. Item #: GLASS11-COCONUT

wood and 3” x 4” in size. Perfect
Artic Ice shots 20 piece party pack
from keeping the coffee table
- the coolest party favor there is!
gods at bay at your next party!
Do tequila shots of our frozen
Item #: PTY-08-TIKI-COASTER
margarita mix, or vodka shots out
of frozen orange juice! Or, use to
make jello shot glasses!

Half Barrel Keg Coat

Three in One Smoothie
Machine, Blender and Food
Processor
Three great machines in one!
With one single place on your
countertop, you get a smoothie
machine, a blender and a food
processor, all in one! Let’s face
it, a bar top is a crowded, busy
place, and your kitchen countertop typically already has enough
on it Item #: MSC-07-SMOOTHIE

Tiki
ArticGarland
Ice Shotfor
6 Luau
Theme
Party -Pack
12ft!
Piece Starter

Fully Stocked
Bar Caddy Set

12
feet
and
covered
withkitﬂower
Artic
Icelong
shots
6 piece
starter
- the
petals.
setis!thePardon
stage
coolest This
partygarland
favor will
there
for
and change
it from
the your
pun,party
but Artic
Ice Shots
are “just
pera
party”
an luau.party
Tiki Masks
hang
haps
theto coolest
favor ever!
down
couple
feetthey
andlook
island
These every
are exactly
what
like
legend
says an
theyicework
like
mistletoe.
– they form
cube
shaped
like
a shot
Not only
is #:
thisPTY-09the best
Try
it - glass.
you’ll see.
Item
way to serve a “neat” drink, but you
TIKI-GARLAND
can also make the Ice Shot out of
your favorite juices and mixers!

The caddy designed to hold everything, and everything it is
designed to hold. It includes
beverage napkins, two kinds of
straws (sip straws and Collins
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).
picks).Item #: CAD-07CHROME

Quarter Barrel Keg
Coat

Tiki Shot Glasses
(set of 4)

Tiki
Napkins
FullyPrint
Stocked
Perfect
for
your
theme party,
Bar Caddy tiki
Set

Bloomin
Onion Slicer
Fully Stocked
Create
sliced
Bar Caddyblooming
Set onions

Pasteurization is the process of
heating a beverage to kill bacteria, so since kegs are unpasteurized and contain far less preservatives than bottles or cans, it’s
critical that they remain below 55
degrees. Item #: MSC-14-KEGCOAT-QUARTERBARREL

Tiki themed ceramic shot glass 2
1/4 inches tall and holds 1 1/2 oz.
This is a set of 4 shot glasses you get one of each. Other than
that, I think these pretty much sell
themselves, so I’ll stop now. Item
#: GLASS-05-TIKI-SHO

Using a Keg Coat will keep your beer
cold up to 3 TIME LONGER with the
same amount of ice. In fact, it will
keep a full keg chilled to 42 degrees
below 45 degrees after 7 hours standing out at room temperature with NO
ICE! Not only will it simply keep it cold
longer, with less effort, but it is also
much cleaner and more convenient
than bag upon bag of ice! Item #:
MSC-14-KEG-COAT-HALFBARREL
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Set of 3 Parrot Cups

The caddy designed to hold ev-

New York Bar Store carries
all the
supply iteserything,
andbar
everything
is
designed to hold. It includes

sentials for you and your
guests
to enjoy
again
beverage
napkins,
two kinds
of
straws (sip straws and Collins

and again at your home straws),
bar. Make
ownofhome
and your
two kinds
drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and

bar just like the trendy New
swordYork
picks).night clubs!

napkins come printed with tiki god
The caddy designed to hold evand design. Each bag contains 20
erything, and everything it is
standard 10”x10” napkins (well, 5
designed to hold. It includes
x 5 folded up).
beverage napkins, two kinds of
Item #: PTY-07-TIKI-NAPKIN
straws (sip straws and Collins
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

with ease using this awesome
The caddy designed to hold evcommercial grade slicer and cuterything, and everything it is
ter. Simply core the onion with the
designed to hold. It includes
supplied coring tool, place the onbeverage napkins, two kinds of
ion in the slicer, and push down
straws (sip straws and Collins
the handles. A perfect cut every
straws), and two kinds of drink
time without the mess or any
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
tears! Item #: MSC-22-ONION
sword picks).
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Margarita Salt Rimmer (3-Tier) Chrome

Bar Top Napkin /
Straw Organizer Black

Condiment
Holder /
Fully Stocked
Fruit
Tray (Six
Bar Caddy
Set/ 6 Pint)

Hawthorn
Wire Strainer /
Fully Stocked
Cocktail
Strainer
Bar Caddy
Set

This foldable and portable salt
rimmer is ideal for those who
love mixing the perfect margarita,
as it can hold the many salt and
sugar colors and ﬂavors now on
the market. Item #: CAD-06-RIMMER-CHROME

A must for any commercial bar,
or add a professional touch to
your home bar! Neatly organize
all your disposables in one place!
Pairs up with a 4 or 6 pint condiment caddy to allow you to quickly and neatly build and garnish a
drink, just like the professionals.
Item #: CAD-05-BLAC

The
six pintdesigned
condiment
holder
The caddy
to hold
ev-/
fruit
tray
is
the
most
common
conerything, and everything it is
diment
traytosold.
It is aIt good
way
designed
hold.
includes
to
set up your
bar...try
high
beverage
napkins,
two this
kinds
of
quality,
steeland
condiment
straws stainless
(sip straws
Collins
holder
your two
home
bar. of
Item
#:
straws),at and
kinds
drink
CAD-03-STAINLESS
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

This
hawthorn
cocktail
strainer,
The caddy
designed
to hold
evaka
wire strainer,
is found atitany
erything,
and everything
is
bar...so
yours?
It simdesignedwhy
to not
hold.
It includes
pliﬁes
andnapkins,
nicely complements
beverage
two kinds of
mixing
with your
straws drinks
(sip straws
and cocktail
Collins
shaker...as
straws), andwell
two as
kindsimpresses
of drink
your
at umbrella
the party!picks
Itemand
#:
picksguests
(parasol
STR-02-BPI
sword picks).

Need item

Biggie Bar Mat Black

The perfect gift for the mojito lover. This is the perfect gift for the
mojito lover on your list! This kit
contains all the necessary tools to
you need to make a mojito. This
includes not just the muddler and
shaker tin, but also a rimmer and
Rokz mint and lime mojito rimming sugar to create a new level
of ﬂavor for your mojito.

This huge bar mat is great for the
edge of your bar, allowing you to
prevent spillage and over poured
drinks to stay in the mat. They’re
also great for allowing your shakers and glassware to dry quickly,
as the glass or shaker will not
have to sit in its own puddle of
water or other liquids! Item #:
MAT-01-BPI-BLACK

Condiment
Mojito Kit Squeezer
The perfect (3)
gift for
the mojito lovBottles
Clear

Ice
Fully
Bucket
Stocked
& Tongs
(Stainless
Bar CaddySteel)
Set

Apple Martini Rimming Sugar

Biggie Bar Mat Red

The ultimate addition to your
apple martini, this apple ﬂavored
rimming sugar adds a touch of
class above and beyond a regular
appletini. The sugar is green, and
perfectly matches a well mixed
apple martini! Item #: MSC-04APPLETINI

Bar Shaker Mat
Our new Shaker-Mat is designed to
give a bartender an extra drain area
for cocktail shakers. Now a bartender
does not have to take up valuable bar
mat space or use a bar rag to drain
shakers. (4.5 X 9 inches) Combine a
few of these to make a service mat for
your servers as well. Item #: MAT-

04-BPI

Bar Spoon
Among the most basic tools of the
trade, this 11” red knob bar spoon
is long enough to stir even in taller glases. Just like those found at
the top notch bars. Very classy,
make your next drinks the professional way and impress your
guests! Item #: MSC-05-BPI
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This huge bar mat is great for the
edge of your bar, allowing you to
prevent spillage and over poured
drinks to stay in the mat. They’re
also great for allowing your shakers and glassware to dry quickly,
as the glass or shaker will not
have to sit in its own puddle of
water or other liquids! Item #:
MAT-01-BPI-RED

er. This is the perfect gift for the
If you’re going to serve food,
mojito lover on your list! This kit
you’re going to need some of
contains all the necessary tools to
these! One of the most common
you need to make a mojito. This
necessities of a food service esincludes not just the muddler and
tablishment, these icons depicts
shaker tin, but also a rimmer and
ketchup, mustard, or vinegar / oil
Rokz mint and lime mojito rimItem #: CAD-10-SQUEEZEming sugar to create a new level
CLEAR
of ﬂavor for your mojito.

Condiment
Artic Ice Shot
Squeezer
20
Bottles
Piece Party
(3) Set
Pack

This
The class
caddycontainer
designedhas
to ahold
double
evstainless
erything, steel
and wall
everything
for seamless
it is
insulation!
designed The
to hold.
all stainless
It includes
dome
cover
beverage
/ lid napkins,
has an airtwo
tightkinds
gasket
of
that
straws
allows
(sipthe
straws
lid to ﬁtand
snugly
Collins
into
the
straws),
bucket,
and
keeping
two kinds
the goods
of drink
inside,
picks (parasol
and the umbrella
temperature
picksclose
and
to
sword
howpicks).
you left it! Item #: GIFT04-BPI

Ice
Fully
Pick
Stocked
w/ Long Rod
This
pick is the
ideal tool for
Barice
Caddy
Set

If
Artic
you’re
Ice shots
going
20 piece
to serve
party food,
pack
you’re
- the coolest
going party
to need
favor some
there is!
of
these!
Do tequila
One of
shots
the most
of ourcommon
frozen
necessities
margarita mix,
of a
orfood
vodka
service
shots out
establishment,
of frozen orange
these
juice!
icons
Or,depicts
use to
ketchup,
make jellomustard,
shot glasses!
or vinegar / oil.
Item #: CAD-10-SQUEEZE-ALLSET

breaking up a thick ice block. A
The caddy designed to hold evclassic and essential item for all
erything, and everything it is
bars, both in the home or for prodesigned to hold. It includes
fessional use, pick one up today!
beverage napkins, two kinds of
Item #: ICE-02-CPI
straws (sip straws and Collins
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

Cool
Artic Pitcher
Ice Shot(60
6 oz
This
ingenious
polycarbonate
pitcher,
Piece Starter Pack

Chrome
Condiment, Fruit,
Fully Stocked
& Supply Holder (4 Pint)

The best thing to happen to Margaritas since tequila! This coarse
margarita salt not only matches
the margarita’s color, but contains
lime ﬂavoring. Add an extra touch
of class to your next margarita.
Item #: MSC-04-MARGARITABLUE

60 ounces (1.8 liter) offers a great
Artic to
Icekeep
shotsyour
6 piece
starter
kit while
- the
way
drinks
on ice
coolest party
Pardon
outside
on thefavor
patio!there
The is!
white
tubthe you
pun,see
butinArtic
Ice Shots
arehas
pering
the middle
there
a
haps the
coolest
party of
favor
ever!
screw
cap on
the bottom
the pitchThese
are unscrew
exactly what
they look
like
er.
Simply
this cover,
ﬁll with
– they
icehave
cubea shaped
like
ice,
andform
you an
now
all the cool
a shot
glass.
Notwater
only is
best
with
none
of the
in this
yourthe
beer!!
way to serve a “neat” drink, but you
Item #: CUP-02
can also make the Ice Shot out of
your favorite juices and mixers!

Holds everything: napkins, straws,
The caddy designed to hold evstirrers, olives, cherries, lemons,
erything, and everything it is
limes, matches, toothpicks, you
designed to hold. It includes
name it, this baby can host it!
beverage napkins, two kinds of
Item #: CAD-07-CHROME
straws (sip straws and Collins
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

Condiment Holder / Fruit
Tray (Four / 4 Pint) Stainless

Dry
Scoop (12 oz)
FullyIce
Stocked
Approved
by
the Set
FDA, this heavy
Bar Caddy

Speed
Fully Stocked
Rack, Single
Rail
Bar Caddy
42”
Set

Blue Margarita Lime
Salt

The four compartment container
is the smallest size we offer and
perfect for bars that need to save
precious table space. Features
molded handles, a closing lid and
the pint containers are removable for easy ﬁlling and effortless cleaning. Item #: CAD-01STAINLESS

duty ice scoop is polypropylene
The caddy designed to hold evplastic, will not rust, fade in color,
erything, and everything it is
chip or crack like the aluminum
designed to hold. It includes
chrome coated scoops. Very
beverage napkins, two kinds of
classy, use these to scoop ice in
straws (sip straws and Collins
a professional way and impress
straws), and two kinds of drink
your guests! 12 ounce scoop
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
Item #: TOOL-04-DRYSCOOPsword picks).
BLACK

Bar Caddy Set

Access
The caddy
all your
designed
bottles
to -hold
quickly,
eveasily,
erything,
andand
professionally!
everything Single
it is
Rack,
designed
42 inches
to hold.
wide,Itholds
includes
up to
10
beverage
liter bottles!
napkins,
Itemtwo
#: CAD-11kinds of
SPEEDRACK-S-42
straws (sip straws and Collins
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

NEW YORK BAR STORE
Speed
Rack, Single
Fully Stocked
Rail
- 22” Set
Bar Caddy

Fully Stocked
Bar Caddy Set

straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

Well,
here isdesigned
your solution.
Simply
The caddy
to hold
evplace
the ketchup
saver on top
erything,
and everything
it of
is
your
bottle,toinvert
the Itother
bottle
designed
hold.
includes
over
the top,
and walk
beverage
napkins,
twoaway.
kindsThe
of
ketchup
quickly,
cleanly
efﬁstraws (sip
straws
andand
Collins
ciently
bottle
the
straws),ﬂows
andfrom
twoone
kinds
of to
drink
other,
saving you
the hassle
picks (parasol
umbrella
picks and
mess.
Item #: tool-03-ketchup
sword picks).

The
a hold
sturdyev8
The wood
caddy muddler
designedis to
inch
solid
wooden
rod
that
offers
erything, and everything it is
years
of utility!
Commonly
used
designed
to hold.
It includes
for
makingnapkins,
a drinkstwo
likekinds
Lemon
beverage
of
Drop,
MUST
strawsOld
(sipFashion,
straws but
anda Collins
for
a theand
evertwo
popular
straws),
kindsMOJITO.
of drink
Item
MSC-21-MUDDLER
picks #:
(parasol
umbrella picks and

Ice
Scoop
Mojito
Kit (4 oz.
The
perfect gift Steel)
for the mojito lovStainless

Lemon
& Lime
Fully Stocked
Squeeze
Bar Caddy Set

Access
all your
bottles
quickly,
The caddy
designed
to -hold
eveasily,
and
professionally!
erything, and everything Single
it is
Rack, 22 inches
wide,Itholds
up to
designed
to hold.
includes
6
liter bottles!
Itemtwo
#: CAD-11beverage
napkins,
kinds of
SPEEDRACK-S-22
straws (sip straws and Collins

er. This is the perfect gift for the
This 4oz capacity bartender’s ice
mojito lover on your list! This kit
scoop is great for your home bar.
contains all the necessary tools to
Just like those found at the top
you need to make a mojito. This
notch bars. Very classy, use these
includes not just the muddler and
to scoop ice in a professional way
shaker tin, but also a rimmer and
and impress your guests! Great
Rokz mint and lime mojito rimgift and perfect addition for a bar!!
ming sugar to create a new level
Item #: MSC-01-BPI
of ﬂavor for your mojito.

Ice
Tongs
Artic
Ice Shot 20
These
inch high
quality
Piece6 Party
Pack

ice
tongs are great for use with an
Artic Ice shots 20 piece party pack
ice bucket or fruit tray. Item #:
- the coolest party favor there is!
MSC-18-BPI
Do tequila shots of our frozen
margarita mix, or vodka shots out
of frozen orange juice! Or, use to
make jello shot glasses!

Jigger
Shot
Measurer
Artic Ice
Shot
6
Bartenders
use
the
jigger
often to
Piece Starter Pack

measure the perfect shot or the right
Artic
Ice of
shots
6 piece starter
- the
amount
ingredients
in yourkitdrink.
coolest
party favor
there
is!then
Pardon
So if a bartender
uses
them,
why
the
pun,
Artic
Ice
Shots
areStrike
pernot at
yourbut
very
own
home
bar?
haps
the coolest at
party
ever!
up a conversation
your favor
next partyThese are exactly
they look
like
demonstrate
your what
knowledge
of bar– they form an ice cube shaped like
tending!! Item #: MSC-02-BPI
a shot glass. Not only is this the best
way to serve a “neat” drink, but you
can also make the Ice Shot out of
your favorite juices and mixers!

Julep
Strainer
Fully Stocked
Deﬁnitely
will add
a nice
Bar Caddy
Set

touch
of class when creating your next
The caddy designed to hold evhigh class mixed drinks. This solerything, and everything it is
id stainless steel strainer has a
designed to hold. It includes
round shape (surface) and evenly
beverage napkins, two kinds of
distributed holes throughout much
straws (sip straws and Collins
like a standard colander.
straws), and two kinds of drink
Item #: MSC-10-JULEP
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).
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Muddler
(Wood, 8
Fully Stocked
inch)
Bar Caddy Set

Fully Stocked
Bar Caddy Set

sword picks).

Textured
to designed
hold an entire
nights
The caddy
to hold
evworth
of those
erything,
and unavoidable
everything spills.
it is
Protect
and Itreduce
the
designedyour
to bar
hold.
includes
mess.
Heavy
Duty. 12
X 18
Item
beverage
napkins,
two
kinds
of
#:
MAT-03-BLACK
straws
(sip straws and Collins
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

Napkin
Caddy Holder
Mojito Kit
The perfect gift
for the mojito lov(3-Way)
Black

Speed
Rack, Single
Fully Stocked
Rail
- 32” Set
Bar Caddy

This
high quality
stainless
The caddy
designed
to holdsteel
evlime
squeezer
comes with
a
erything,
and everything
it is
screen
the It
juice
ﬁlters
designedso toonlyhold.
includes
through,
seeds! Item
#: MSCbeveragenonapkins,
two kinds
of
12-SQUEEZER
straws (sip straws and Collins
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

er. This is the perfect gift for the
For optimum organization use the
mojito lover on your list! This kit
bar caddy for your mixing area
contains all the necessary tools to
and place these stylish and coloryou need to make a mojito. This
matching napkin caddies near
includes not just the muddler and
your guests. Item #: CAD-04shaker tin, but also a rimmer and
BLACK
Rokz mint and lime mojito rimming sugar to create a new level
of ﬂavor for your mojito.

Fully Stocked
Bar Caddy Set

Plastic
Artic IceBeer
ShotPitcher
20
(64
oz)Party Pack
Piece

Access
all your
bottles
quickly,
The caddy
designed
to -hold
eveasily,
andand
professionally!
erything,
everything Single
it is
Rack,
32 inches
wide,Itholds
up to
designed
to hold.
includes
8
liter bottles!
Itemtwo
#: CAD-11beverage
napkins,
kinds of
SPEEDRACK-S-32
straws (sip straws and Collins
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

Fully Stocked
Bar Caddy Set

This
quality
3-Tier to
salthold
rimmer
The top
caddy
designed
evis
able to and
accommodate
erything,
everythinga glass
it is
up
5 inchestoin hold.
diameter.
The top
designed
It includes
tier
comesnapkins,
with a two
free kinds
sponge
beverage
of
which
commonly
with
straws is(sip
straws soaked
and Collins
lime
juice,
for prepping
straws),
andperfect
two kinds
of drink
the
of the umbrella
glass forpicks
the salts
picksrim
(parasol
and
or
sugars!
Item #: CAD-06-RIMsword
picks).
MER-BLACK

Every
bar,
home
or commercial,
Artic Ice
shots
20 piece
party pack
uses
pitchers
cartthere
their al- the beer
coolest
party to
favor
is!
cohol.
From
bar
to
table,
from
paDo tequila shots of our frozen
tio
to picnicmix,
table,
the beer
pitcher
margarita
or vodka
shots
out
is
a common
icon
amongst
of frozen
orange
juice!
Or, useany
to
party.
This shot
sixtyglasses!
four ounce size
make jello
is the best ﬁt for every occasion
Item #: CUP-01

Menu
/ Flyer Holders
Fully Stocked
These
quality
stainless steel
Bar Caddy Set

Artic Ice Shot 6
Piece Starter Pack

Twist
Peeler with
Fully Stocked
Zester
Bar Knife
Bar Caddy
Set

Juice
Master
Complete
Artic Ice
shots 6Half-Gallon
piece starter
kit - the
with
Flip-Top
meansis!noPardon
more
coolest
party Spout
favor there
juice
ﬂiesbut
in Artic
your Ice
bottles
during
the
the pun,
Shots
are persummer.
removable
alhaps theThe
coolest
party ﬂip-top
favor lid
ever!
lows
easy
pouring
keeping
Thesefor
are
exactly
whatwhile
they look
like
dust
insects
Disassembles
– theyand
form
an iceout.
cube
shaped like
into
4 glass.
separate
and
a shot
Not pieces
only is for
this fast
the best
efﬁcient
cleaning.
Great
Price
a
way to serve
a “neat”
drink,
butfor
you
can alsoProduct.
make the
Ice #:
Shot
out of
Quality
Item
CUP-03your favorite juices and mixers!
GALLON

Make
yourdesigned
favorite togarnishes
The caddy
hold evquickly
easily
with this itproerything,and
and
everything
is
fessional
zester
designed twist
to peeler!
hold. ItThe
includes
included
great for
a
beverage isnapkins,
twocreating
kinds of
superbly
shaped
andand
stylish
garstraws (sip
straws
Collins
nish
thatand
gives
that
straws),
twoevery
kindsdrink
of drink
ﬁnishing
touch!umbrella
Item #:
TOOLpicks (parasol
picks
and
01-PEELER
sword picks).

Recipe
Mixing Glass
Fully Stocked
Nicely
complements
a 28 oz cockBar Caddy Set

Yellow
Margarita
Fully Stocked
Lime
Salt Set
Bar Caddy

menu holders are perfect for busiThe caddy designed to hold evness or special events. Wedding
erything, and everything it is
coming up, need to mark and
designed to hold. It includes
number a series of party tables?
beverage napkins, two kinds of
Then this is the perfect solution!
straws (sip straws and Collins
Item #: MSC-13-BPI
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

Mojito
Rimming
Fully Stocked
Sugar
Bar Caddy Set
The ultimate
addition to
caddy designed
to your
hold moevjito,
this mint
lime ﬂavored
erything,
and and
everything
it is
rimming
adds an
kick
designedsugar
to hold.
It extra
includes
above
andnapkins,
beyond atwo
regular
beverage
kindsmoof
jito!
Item
#: MSC-04-MOJITO
straws
(sip
straws and Collins
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

tail shaker, but also great by itself,
The caddy designed to hold evthis beautiful new recipe glass is
erything, and everything it is
great for enjoying any drink Item
designed to hold. It includes
#: GLASS-02-RECIPE
beverage napkins, two kinds of
straws (sip straws and Collins
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

Made
of 100%
cotton, to
these
The caddy
designed
holdplain
evwhite
bar towels
are not onlyit top
erything,
and everything
is
quality,
affordable
and
designedbutto anhold.
It includes
tasteful
to two
mopping
beveragesolution
napkins,
kinds up
of
your
bar(sip
withstraws
a used and
pair of
boxstraws
Collins
ers.
Itemand
#: MSC-03-bartowel
straws),
two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

The best
thing
to happen
to Marcaddy
designed
to hold
evgaritas
since
This coarse
erything,
andtequila!
everything
it is
margarita
the
designed salt
to adds
hold.a contains
It includes
added
kicknapkins,
of real lime
beverage
twojuice.
kindsAdd
of
an
extra(sip
touch
of class
your
straws
straws
and to
Collins
next
margarita.
Item
#: MSC-04straws),
and two
kinds
of drink
MARGARITA-YELLOW
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).
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BARTENDER KITS

Bartender Basics 9
Piece Kit

Whether you’re a pro bartender or looking to take

Looking to add an additional mixology set to your bar? Just starting out and want to see some of
the most commonly used tricks of
the trade? Then this nine piece
set is perfect for you Item #:
SET-01-BPI

the art of mixology more seriously at home, these
bartender kits and bar sets we’ve provided are
perfect for you.

Fully Stocked Bar
Caddy Set
This kit includes everything but
the fruit. It includes beverage
napkins, two kinds of straws (sip
straws and Collins straws), and
two kinds of drink picks (parasol
umbrella picks and sword picks).
Item #: SET-04-PARTY

Bartender Tote Set

The Bartenders Tote is the perfect
solution for the on the go bartender or bar school student. All of the
essentials in a convenient nylon
carry case. Item #: GIFT-10-BPI

Bar Cocktail Shaker Set

This classic and cool bar set is made
up of commercial quality bartending
accessories. This is what you commonly see professional bars and
restaurants using to create that perfect drink and show a touch of class!
A great set for your home bar, make
your next drink like a pro! Item #:

SET-02-SHAKER

Flairco
Flair Bartending
Fully Stocked
DVD
Videos FULL
Bar Caddy
Set SET

BottleSlinger
2 Flair
Fully Stocked
Bartending
Bar Caddy DVD
Set Video

SKYY
Mojito Flair
Kit BartendThe perfect
gift for
the mojito loving
Bottle
(750mL)

Flair
Fully Bartending
Stocked Kit
Using
the Ofﬁcial
Bar Caddy
SetFlairco ﬂair

Deluxe Bar Set (Seven / 7 Piece)

Flairco
FlairShot
Bartending
Artic Ice
20
DVD
- Mixology
PieceVolume
Party1Pack

Flair
Fully Bartending
Stocked Kit
-Bar
Illustrated
Bottle
Caddy Set

A top notch, high quality bartender set that makes the ultimate gift!
Use it again and again for years
to come. Item #: GIFT-09-BPI

GREAT
FOR20Apiece
FLAIR
Artic Ice shots
partyBARpack
TENDER
STARTING
- the coolest
party favorUP!
thereThe
is!
new
Flairco shots
Mixology
& Flair
for
Do tequila
of our
frozen
the
Working
is an out
inmargarita
mix,Bartender
or vodka shots
troductory
level training
DVD
that
of frozen orange
juice! Or,
use
to
focuses
bartending
make jelloon
shotclassic
glasses!
techniques and low risk, high impact working ﬂair skills. Item #:
FLAIR-05-VIDEO

The ultimate
kit for thetobartender
caddy designed
hold evlooking
to the next level.
erything,to take
and iteverything
it is
Using
the Illustrated
bottles,
designed
to hold. ﬂair
It includes
Dean
Serneel’s
Mixology
DVD,
beverage
napkins,
two kinds
of
professional
pourstraws (sip 285-50
straws speed
and Collins
ers, and high quality vinyl shakstraws), and two kinds of drink
ers, openers, and a durable glass,
picks else
(parasol
umbrella
picks and
what
could
a ﬂair bartender
sword
picks).
ask
for?
Item #: FLAIR-13-KIT-C

BottleSlinger
Artic Ice Shot 16 & 2
Flair
DVD
PieceBartending
Starter Pack
Artic
Ice
shots
6
piece
starter
kit - the
Video Set

Flairco
Flair BartendFully Stocked
ing
DVD
Video
Bar Caddy
SetVolume
2
- Showmanship
The
caddy designed to hold ev-

Bartender Tote Bag
Bartenders need to have this
high quality nylon tote bag to
store all their gear in one spot.
Don’t let your favorite shaker get
scratched up on the commute to
the bar. Keep all your bar tools
safe in this essential bar tote bag.
Item #: GIFT-08-TOTE

FLAIR BARTENDING
Flair bartending is growing fast worldwide! Often
known from the Tom Cruise movie Cocktail, that
is nothing compared to the possibilities of true
ﬂair bartending, which has evolved to a level of
competitive events, almost olympic!

Bartender Kit
Perfect package for the pro bartender or starter! Always come to
the party prepared with this COMPLETE set of bar essentials! This
bartending kit is great, what an
OUTSTANDING DEAL! Item #:
GIFT-01-BPI
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Volume #1, Mixology & Flair for
TheWorking
caddy designed
the
Bartender.to hold everything,
and
everything & itFlair
is
Volume #2, Showmanship
designed
to hold. Bartender,
It includes
for
the Performance
beverage
two
kinds
of
Volume
#3,napkins,
Advanced
Flair
for the
straws
(sip
straws
and
Collins
Competitive Bartender
straws), #4,
andPractical
two kinds
drink
Volume
Bar of
Magic.
picks
(parasol
umbrella
picks
Item #: FLAIR-09-VIDEO and
sword picks).

er. This is the perfect gift for the
Skyy Spirits USA commissioned
mojito lover on your list! This kit
Flairco to recreate their unique
contains all the necessary tools to
bottle design. The 750mL Skyy
you need to make a mojito. This
Flairco bottle is perfect for bottle
includes not just the muddler and
& tin style, not to mention very
shaker tin, but also a rimmer and
helpful in practicing for all of those
Rokz mint and lime mojito rimcompetitions sponsored by Skyy
ming sugar to create a new level
Vodka!
#: FLAIR-10-SKYY
of ﬂavor Item
for your
mojito.

coolest party favor there is! Pardon
Have
youbut
ever
wanted
to see
the pun,
Artic
Ice Shots
are what
perhappens
the bar
closes?
haps the after
coolest
party
favor Bottle
ever!
slinger
the Movie
behind
the
These are
exactlytakes
whatyou
they
look like
scenes
to show
raw footage
all
– they form
an you
ice cube
shapedoflike
you
favorite
Bartenders.
a shot
glass. Flair
Not only
is this theItem
best

#:
wayFLAIR-17-SLINGER-SET
to serve a “neat” drink, but you
can also make the Ice Shot out of
your favorite juices and mixers!

Flair Bartending Kit
- Skyy Edition

BottleSlinger
1 Flair
Fully Stocked
Bartending
Bar Caddy DVD
Set Video

Using the Skyy Vodka Flairco ﬂair
bottles, Dean Serneel’s Mixology
DVD, professional 285-50 speed
pourers, and high quality vinyl
shakers, openers, and a durable
glass, what else could a ﬂair bartender ask for? Item #: FLAIR13-KIT-B

Bottleslinger
the Movie
totally
The caddy designed
to is
hold
evraw,
hysterical,
outrageous, itand
erything,
and everything
is
totally
uncensored.
miss the
designed
to hold.Don’t
It includes
most
entertaining
beverage
napkins,Flair
two Bartendkinds of
ing
Movie
on straws
the Planet!
#:
straws
(sip
and Item
Collins
FLAIR-14-SLING1
straws), and two kinds of drink
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

From Canada to Korea, Vegas
The caddy designed to hold evto Orlando, this mind blowing
erything, and everything it is
DVD showcases the Best Flair
designed to hold. It includes
Bartenders on the planet like
beverage napkins, two kinds of
Chuck McIntosh, Adriano Marstraws (sip straws and Collins
cellino, Christian Delpech, Rostraws), and two kinds of drink
drigo Delpech, Francesco Leone
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
and more. Item #: FLAIR-15sword picks).
SLING2

bottles, Dean Serneel’s Mixology
The caddy designed to hold evDVD, professional 285-50 speed
erything, and everything it is
pourers, and high quality vinyl
designed to hold. It includes
shakers, openers, and a durable
beverage napkins, two kinds of
glass, what else could a ﬂair barstraws (sip straws and Collins
tender ask for? Item #: FLAIRstraws), and two kinds of drink
13-KIT-A
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

The
new and
Flairco
Showmanship
erything,
everything
it is
&
Flair for to
the hold.
Performance
Bardesigned
It includes
tender
is napkins,
an intermediate
level
beverage
two kinds
of
training
focuses
more
straws DVD
(sip that
straws
and on
Collins
great
ﬂairand
skillstwo
andkinds
how toofcreate
straws),
drink
a
memorable
showpicks
Itemand
#:
picks
(parasol ﬂair
umbrella
FLAIR-06-VIDEO-SHOW
sword picks).

Flairco
Flair BartendFully Stocked
ing
Video
BarDVD
Caddy
SetVolume
3
- Advanced
The
caddy designed to hold everything,
and everything
is
The
new Flairco
Advanced itFlair
designed
to hold. Bartender
It includes
for
the Competitive
is
beverage
napkins,
two kinds
of
an
advanced
level training
DVD
strawsfocuses
(sip straws
and Collins
that
on complex
ﬂair
straws),
kinds for
of adrink
skills
andand
how two
to prepare
ﬂair
picks
(parasol
umbrella
picks
bartending competition. Itemand
#:
sword picks).
FLAIR-07-VIDEO-ADVANCED
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Flairco Flair Bartending
Video Volume 4 - Bar Magic

Portable Flair Bartending Bar

Classic
Fully
Stocked
Mood Light
Bar Caddy
Candles
(Set
Setof 4)

Traxon
Fully
Stocked
Wine Chiller
Bar Caddy
Mood
LightSet

The reformatted Flairco Practical
Bar Magic training DVD teaches
real magic with props from behind
the bar. This DVD is packed with
reputation making magic including over slow motion step by step
instruction for over 25 different
tricks. Item #: FLAIR-08-VIDEOMAGIC

The entire bar sets up in approximately ﬁve minutes with a
minimal number of tools. When
packed, the bar ﬁts into the road
case which forms the lower supports and can be wheeled away
in less time than it takes to set up
Item #: FLAIR-12-BAR

This caddy
The
exquisite
designed
table candle
to hold
decoeverything,
ration
will create
and everything
a candle sideit ocis
designed
casion
without
to the
hold.
messy
It includes
wax and
beverage
danger
of ﬁnapkins,
res and accidents!
two kinds It’s
of
straws (sip
multitude
of color
strawsvariations
and Collins
and
ﬂstraws),
icker or and
constant
two kinds
color of
choices
drink
picks (parasol
make
this a superb
umbrella
replacement
picks and
sword
for
thepicks).
classic wax candle Item
#: LIGHT-02-CLASSIC

Imagine
The
caddy
thisdesigned
sitting in to
thehold
middle
everything,
of
the room
andat everything
your next party,
it is
designed atobottle
containing
hold.of champagne
It includes
beverage
on
ice, morphing
napkins,through
two kinds
30 difof
straws vibrant
ferent
(sip straws
colorsandItem
Collins
#:
straws), and two kinds of drink
LIGHT-01-MOOD
picks (parasol umbrella picks and
sword picks).

Flairco Ofﬁcial Flair Bartending Bottle 1 Liter

MOOD LIGHTING

The Flairco practice bottle is now
the training tool of choice for bartenders in over 100 countries
worldwide. This bottle is excellent
for all styles of ﬂair, from bottle &
tin to multiple object manipulation
Item #: FLAIR-11-BOTTLE-1LITER

Mood Lighting: Object and Light. The dawning of
set the ambience for your room. Illuminate spaces in the color of your choice to meet the mood in
the changing moments in life

er. This is the perfect gift for the
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Flairco Ofﬁcial Flair Bartending Bottle 750 ml

Dirty Martini Michael Godard Neon Clock (red)

Livin Ice
Artic
Colors
ShotTube
20
Piece Candle
Light
Party Pack

The Flairco practice bottle is now
the training tool of choice for bartenders in over 100 countries
worldwide. This bottle is excellent
for all styles of ﬂair, from bottle &
tin to multiple object manipulation
Item #: FLAIR-11-BOTTLE-1LITER-750

Here you will ﬁnd Goddard’s
tongue-in-cheek take on that olive
tainted classic, the “dirty martini”.
Just as in the dirty martini composed of gin and vermouth, it is
the olive that gives this composition its sass. Item #: NEON-21
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Item #: LIGHT-05-LIVIN

Illustrated Flair Bottles (pair) 1 Liter

5 Traxon Wine Chiller
Mood Lights

285-50
Fully
Stocked
Spill Stop
Bar Caddy
Metal
Pourers
Set (12)

These illustrated ﬂair bottles are the
ultimate for ﬂair training! Hand anyone
one of these ﬂair (sometimes mis-spelt
“ﬂare”) and instantly they’re learning a
ﬂair move (no need to spend money
on a video or instructor!). Each bottle
is illustrated with 4 ﬂair moves for a
total of 8 moves when you buy a pair

Item #: FLAIR-03-PAIR-LIT

An elegant, functional and always
topical way to keep your drinks
chilled and servable, this stylish
Traxon Mood Light Chiller is as
elegant as it is functional, and will
leave everyone wondering where
you got it. Item #: LIGHT-01MOOD-bulk-5
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Illustrated Flair Bottles (pair) 750 ml

Tube Mood Light
Candle (Set of 4)

Traxon
Fully
Stocked
Classic Panel
Bar CaddyKit
Complete
Set

Amber
Fully
Stocked
Executive
Bar Caddy
Pourers
(dozen)
Set

These illustrated ﬂair bottles are the
ultimate for ﬂair training! Hand anyone
one of these ﬂair (sometimes mis-spelt
“ﬂare”) and instantly they’re learning a
ﬂair move (no need to spend money
on a video or instructor!). Each bottle
is illustrated with 4 ﬂair moves for a
total of 8 moves when you buy a pair

This exquisite table lamp will
set the perfect mood for any occasion, from a classy party to a
romantic dinner, you will be utilizing this amazing decoration again
and again. Item #: LIGHT-03TUBE
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NEW YORK BAR STORE
Bottle Pour Spouts
- Black (48)

Clear Tip Executive
Pour Spouts (dozen)

Screen Pourers (Free
Pour, 1 dozen) - Red

POSI POURERS

Bartender spouts are essential for
any real bar. You’ll always need
them, as you grow your bottle collection. Pour in style with its full
vent that ﬁts all standard wine ,
liquor and oil bottle mouths. Item
#: POUR-05-black-wholesale

Just like our popular chrome
executive pourers, these pour
spouts are great when you want
to physically see the liquid ﬂow
through the nozzle. Same great
quality, super price!
Item #:
POUR-03-CLEAR

With six colors to choose from,
you can match them up with your
current bar theme. Sold by the
dozen, grab yours today! Item #:
POUR-09-SCREEN-RED

Looking to control your pour? Need to ensure you

Bottle Pour Spouts
- Black (dozen)

Pour Spout Sampler

Screen Pourers
(Free Pour, 1 dozen)
- Smoke

Bartender spouts are essential for
any real bar. You’ll always need
them, as you grow your bottle
collection. Great for your home
bar. Just like those found at the
top notch bars. Item #: POUR05-BLACK

ave your whole bar match with
these stylish screen pour spouts.
With six colors to choose from,
you can match them up with your
current bar theme. Sold by the
dozen, grab yours today! Item #:
POUR-09-SCREEN-SMOKE

Screen Pourers (Free
Pour, 1 dozen) - Amber

Upside Down Pouring
/ Pourer System

This chrome bottle pour spout is
perfect for those silver chrome
themed design bars, as this shiny
bottle top will gleam proudly
amongst your most treasured
bottle collection. Item #: POUR03-CHROME

A popular choice in bars for it’s
clear look, economical price, and
built in screen to keep dust and
bugs out. Have your whole bar
match with these stylish screen
pour spouts. Item #: POUR-09SCREEN-AMBER

This is a great way to quickly
keep an inventory of bottles, organize your drink, and show up
all your friends! This is version
without the counting meters, let
us know if you’re interested in upgrading to the pro version! Item
#: POUR-07-CPI

Clear Tip Executive
Pour Spouts (dozen)

Screen Pourers (Free
Pour, 1 dozen) - Blue

Upside Down Rotating Pouring System

Just like our popular chrome executive pourers, these pour spouts are
great when you want to physically
see the liquid ﬂow through the nozzle.
Same great quality, super price! Item

A popular choice in bars for it’s clear
look, economical price, and built in
screen to keep dust and bugs out.
Have your whole bar match with
these stylish screen pour spouts.
With six colors to choose from,
you can match them up with your
current bar theme Item #: POUR09-SCREEN-BLUE

Organize all your expensive bottle
investments with this ultimate space
saver. Line a few of these up and
you’ll have easy access to all your
precious liquors! Show your guests
just how serious you are Item #:

Screen Pourers
(Free Pour, 1 dozen)
- Chrome

WIDE CORK pour spout (single) ﬁts Patron, Cuervo 1800,and other
wide neck bottles!

Gold Executive Pour
Spout (dozen)
Just like our popular chrome executive, yet these gold tinted pour
spouts will show the liquid pouring while also having a touch of
color and class Item #: POUR03-GOLD

A popular choice in bars for it’s
clear look, economical price, and
built in screen to keep dust and
bugs out. Have your whole bar
match with these stylish screen
pour spouts. Item #: POUR-09SCREEN-CHROME

These high quality measured pour spouts will be
your best solution and cost saver yet!

Chrome Plated Executive Pourers (dozen)

#: POUR-03-CLEAR
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In response to those not sure exactly which pourers are the right
one for them, we created a sampler. This is a great idea for those
who want to try a few out, test
the quality, pour speed, and learn
more about the different types of
pour spouts. Item #: POUR-10sampler

are pouring just enough for that drink or sample?

POUR-08-CPI

This is known as “the worlds
best pour spout”, and there is a
reason for it! First, it is the ONLY
free pourer that comes with a
wide enough cork to ﬁt a Patron,
Cuervo 1800, or other wide neck
bottles standard pour spouts simply fall out of. Item #: POUR-11WIDE-SINGLE

12 Dust Caps (detachable)
All of our measured pour spouts
can be used with these removable dust caps. These caps keep
dust and foreign materials out of
your bottles, and are now required
by Health Department ofﬁcials in
many parts of the country. Item
#: POUR-06-DUSTCAP

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 & 1/2
ounce Black w/ Collar
High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-2oz-Black

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 & 1/2
ounce Clear w/ Collar
High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-2oz-Clear

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 & 1/2
ounce Green w/ Collar
High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-2oz-Green

NEW YORK BAR STORE
12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 & 1/2 ounce
Neon Blue w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 & 1/4 ounce
Neon Green w/ Collar

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-2oz-NeonBlue

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1- 1/8 oz.
Smoke w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 oz. Red w/
Collar

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-4oz-NeonGreen

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-8oz-Black

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1oz-NeonRed

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 & 1/2 ounce
Neon Red w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 & 1/4
ounce Red w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 oz. Black
w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1/2 oz. Clear
w/ Collar

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1oz-Black

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-2oz-Clear

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 oz. Green
w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1/2 oz. Neon
Blue w/ Collar

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1oz-Green

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-2oz-NeonBlue

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-2oz-NeonRed

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-4oz-Red

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 & 1/2
ounce Red w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 & 1/4 ounce
Neon Red w/ Collar

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-2oz-Red

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-4oz-NeonRed

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 & 1/4
ounce Clear w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1- 1/4 oz.
Smoke w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 oz. Neon
Blue w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1/2 oz. Neon
Green w/ Collar

High quality and accurate, this is very
a nice step up from your basic plastic
pourer! Very classy pour spout that
has a plastic color nozzle that measure exactly what you want to pour!

Item #: POUR-06-DOZEN-1-14oz-Clear

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-4oz-Black

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1oz-NeonBlue

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-2oz-Green

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 & 1/4 ounce
Neon Blue w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1- 1/8 oz.
Red w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1 oz. Red w/
Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1/2 oz. Neon
Red w/ Collar

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-8oz-Red

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1oz-Red-Collar

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-2oz-NeonRed

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-1-4oz-NeonBlue
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12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1/2 oz. Red
w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 3/4 ounce
Neon Red w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 5/8 oz. Red
w/ Collar

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-2oz-Red

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-3-4ounce-NeonRed

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color nozzle that measure exactly
what you want to pour!. Item #:
POUR-06-DOZEN-5-8oz-Red

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 1/2 oz.
Smoke w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 3/4 ounce
Red w/ Collar

Measured Pour Spouts
(single - red 1oz.)

Bullet Cocktail Shaker (3 Piece, 24 oz.)

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a clear nozzle
and a black base. This measured
pourer dispenses a 1 oz amount
of liquor, perfect for pouring a professional shot! Item #: POUR06-SINGLE-RED

When describing a bullet shaker
think “James Bond”. This sleek
style of a cocktail shaker is most
often used when concocting
the perfect martini, “shaken not
stirred”. Item #: SHAKER-03BULLET

Stainless Steel Push
and Pop Opener

Cocktail / Boston
Shaker (28 oz)

Item #:
LESS

The classic bartender’s cocktail
(aka. Boston) shaker!!! An extreme essential for any real bar.
Use these again and again to
Great for your home bar, PERFECT guy gift!!!. Item #: SHAKER-05-BPI

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-1-2oz-Black

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 3/4 ounce
Clear w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 5/8 oz. Clear
w/ Collar

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-3-4ounce-Clear

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-5-8oz-Clear

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 3/4 ounce
Green w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 5/8 oz. Neon
Green w/ Colla

High quality and accurate, this is very
a nice step up from your basic plastic
pourer! Very classy pour spout that
has a plastic color nozzle that measure exactly what you want to pour!.

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-5-8oz-NeonGreen

Item #: POUR-06-DOZEN-34ounce-Green
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High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour!. Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-3-4ounce-Red

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 3/4 ounce
Neon Blue w/ Collar

12 Measured Pour
Spouts - 5/8 oz. Neon
Red w/ Collar

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-3-4ounce-NeonBlue

High quality and accurate, this
is very a nice step up from your
basic plastic pourer! Very classy
pour spout that has a plastic color
nozzle that measure exactly what
you want to pour! Item #: POUR06-DOZEN-5-8oz-NeonRed

OPENER-05-STAIN-

COCKTAIL SHAKERS
Cocktail shakers are known to be the workhorses
of the bar. Mix up all kinds of drinks with this ex-

24oz Three Piece Tiki
Shaker
My ﬁrst reaction when I saw this
was 1: Whoa...ﬁrst, where do I get
one and 2: where do I get more
to make them available on New
York Bar Store! If you’re gonna
make island drinks, this is a must.
Item #: SHAKER-06-TIKI

Fully Stocked
Bar Caddy Set
This new style of shaker features
a male base and female mid section which offers a better grip for
separating the two. Quality stainless steel. Item #: SHAKER-10BPI

tensive selection of high quality shakers and tins!

24oz 3 piece bottle
shaker
Item #: SHAKER-22-BOTTLE

Deluxe Cocktail
Shaker (Three (3)
Piece, 24 oz)
This new style of shaker features
a male base and female mid section which offers a better grip for
separating the two. Quality stainless steel. Item #: SHAKER-11BPI

NEW YORK BAR STORE
Jumbo Cocktail
Shaker (Three (3)
piece) - 32oz
For the serious drink maker!
These jumbo shakers can handle
large parties demanding the similar drink! Item #: SHAKER-13JUMBO-32oz

Pop off your next bottle with this
simple yet classy corkscrew and
bottle opener. It has a black ABS
handle making you able to open
more bottles quickly and with
ease. Item #: CORK-18-WAITER

Item #: SHAKER-13JUMBO-48oz

Bar Ninja Bottle
Opener

For the serious drink maker!
These jumbo shakers can handle
large parties demanding the similar drink! Item #: SHAKER-13JUMBO-48oz

My ﬁrst thought when I saw this
- whoa, this is the most badass
bottle opener ever!!! Item #:
OPENER-11-NINJA

Short / Cheater Shaker Tin (16 oz)

Citrus Blaster

A bartender’s 16 oz shaker tin,
essential for any real bar. It’s
called a cheater tin because usually used to help your cocktail
shaker mix it up! Mix the perfect
drink for your next party! Item #:
SHAKER-01-BPI

Vinyl Coated Shaker
Tin (28oz) - Black
As shown in the photo, the vinyl coated shaker provides a much better grip
for the bartender. We all know, after
mixing up a night full of drinks, your
hands get wet, the shaker gets cold
while sitting inside the ice trays...so
why suffer? Item #: SHAKER-14-

VINYL-BLACK

Vinyl Coated Shaker
Tin (28oz) - Red
As shown in the photo, the vinyl
coated shaker provides a much
better grip for the bartender. We
all know, after mixing up a night
full of drinks, your hands get wet,
the shaker gets cold while sitting
inside the ice trays...so why suffer Item #: SHAKER-14-VINYLRED
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3-in-1 Waiter’s Corkscrew and Opener

Finally a product for all the Corona
and other Mexican beer drinkers
out there. We’ve all experienced
it, you try to push a lime wedge
into your beer, and the lime juice
squirts everywhere, and gets everywhere except for in your beer
where you want it Item #: MSC11-CITRUS

Citrus Blaster (12)
Finally a product for all the Corona
and other Mexican beer drinkers
out there. We’ve all experienced
it, you try to push a lime wedge
into your beer, and the lime juice
squirts everywhere, and gets everywhere except for in your beer
where you want it! Item #: MSC11-CITRUS-bulk-twelve

Citrus Blaster (144)
Finally a product for all the Corona
and other Mexican beer drinkers
out there. We’ve all experienced
it, you try to push a lime wedge
into your beer, and the lime juice
squirts everywhere, and gets everywhere except for in your beer
where you want it! Item #: MSC11-CITRUS-bulk-144

Citrus Blaster (24)
Finally a product for all the Corona
and other Mexican beer drinkers
out there. We’ve all experienced
it, you try to push a lime wedge
into your beer, and the lime juice
squirts everywhere, and gets everywhere except for in your beer
where you want it! Item #: MSC11-CITRUS-bulk-case

Citrus Blaster (5)
Finally a product for all the Corona
and other Mexican beer drinkers
out there. We’ve all experienced
it, you try to push a lime wedge
into your beer, and the lime juice
squirts everywhere, and gets everywhere except for in your beer
where you want it! Item #: MSC11-CITRUS-bulk-ﬁve

Credit Card Wallet Bottle Opener (Lot of 20)
Its exactly the same width and
height as a credit card (2 1/8 inches X 3 1/8 inches), and just a bit
thicker for added strength. Great
for a wallet or a pocket. THIS IS A
SET OF 20 OPENERS!!! Item #:
OPENER-03-CREDIT-CARD-20

Credit Card Wallet
Bottle Opener (Lot of 5)
The credit card bottle opener
obviously gets its name from its
shape. Its exactly the same width
and height as a credit card (2 1/8
inches X 3 1/8 inches), just a bit
thicker, but still easily stashes in
your wallet. Great for a wallet or
a pocket. Item #: OPENER-03BPI

Corona Push & Pop
Opener

Credit Card Wallet Bottle Opener (Lot of 50)

The Corona Push-n-Pop is simply
a variation on our regular push n
pop, but is shaped like a mini Corona bottle. All the same functionalities, just with more of the fun!
Item #: OPENER-05-CORONA

The credit card bottle opener
obviously gets its name from its
shape. Its exactly the same width
and height as a credit card (2 1/8
inches X 3 1/8 inches), and just
a bit thicker for added strength.
Great for a wallet or a pocket.
Item #: OPENER-03-CREDITCARD-50

Corona Wall Mount
Bottle Opener

Hand Strap Opener

Perfect for the avid Corona drinker,
this high quality stainless steel wall
mounted bottle opener has got you
covered from the fridge to you hand.
Great for the home bar and commercial bar alike, it has the convenience
of never having to look for an opener Item #: MSC-06-CORONA-

OPENER

Not sure where to keep your
opener while you’re running
around here and there? Then this
hand strap opener is the perfect
solution for you! The elastic band
style strap makes this opener a
one size ﬁts all item, so you won’t
have to worry about sizes. Item
#: OPENER-09-HAND

Credit Card Wallet Bottle
Opener (Lot of 100)

LED Speed Bottle
Opener

Its exactly the same width and
height as a credit card (2 1/8 inches X 3 1/8 inches), and just a bit
thicker for added strength. Great
for a wallet or a pocket. THIS IS A
SET OF 100 OPENERS!!! Item
#: OPENER-03-CREDIT-CARD100

Motion activated light up bottle
opener offers a sleep new futuristic design with a light up
handle! Ultra bright chasing LED
lights turn on automatically each
time the opener is picked up,
and automatically turn off when
set down. Item #: GLOW-10SPEED-OPENER
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Push-n-Pop Opener
The Push-n-Pop is a fun new
opener that is also a real crowd
pleaser. Everybody wants to
see it work, says one bartender,
Great, I tell them, just buy a beer
and I’ll show you. Item #: OPENER-05-BPI

Push-n-Pop Opener
(Lot of 5)
The Push-n-Pop is a fun new
opener that is also a real crowd
pleaser. Everybody wants to see it
work, says one bartender, Great,
I tell them, just buy a beer and I’ll
show you. Item #: OPENER-05wholesale-5

Short Neck Speed
Opener
Some prefer this handy opener
over it’s traditional big brother.
The short neck speed bottle
opener works exactly the same
way except it it’s more than half
the typical seven inch length.
Item #: OPENER-08-SHORT

Shotgun Beer Can
Opener
Stabbing a hole in a can of beer, usually with a knife or some other sharp
object, can result in cut ﬁngers, jagged
edges and an overall mess. The Shotgun Can Opener takes the guesswork
and danger out of the equation and
lets you get to the real work at hand!

Item #: OPENER-06-SHOTGUNBLA

Speed Opener / Popper / Bar Mamba
- Black

Collins Straws (7 3/4 inch)
(Box of 1500+!!!!!) - Black

Drinking Straws (5
Boxes of 700+ Black)

This eight (7 3/4”) inch collins
straw is completely round (no
ridge in the middle) and a solid
color of your choice. A thinner
straw then our drinking straws,
this straw is commonly used for
highball drink cocktails! Item #:
PTY-03-COLLINS-BLACK-1500

This 7 3/4 (7.75”) inch classic drinking straw is completely
round and available in the solid
color of your choice. A thicker
straw then our collins straw, these
drinking straws are the standard
for restaurants, bars, and home
kitchens, for pint glass size mixed
drinks or soda! Item #: PTY-04black-bulk-ﬁve-700

Collins Straws (7 3/4 inch)
(Box of 1500+!!!!!) - Blue

Drinking Straws (7 3/4
inch) (Box of 700+) - Black

This eight (7 3/4”) inch collins
straw is completely round (no
ridge in the middle) and a solid
color of your choice. A thinner
straw then our drinking straws,
this straw is commonly used for
highball drink cocktails! Item #:
PTY-03-COLLINS-BLUE-1500

This 7 3/4 (7.75”) inch classic drinking straw is completely
round and available in the solid
color of your choice. A thicker
straw then our collins straw, these
drinking straws are the standard
for restaurants, bars, and home
kitchens, for pint glass size mixed
drinks or soda! Item #: PTY-04STRAW-BLACK-700

Beverage Napkins
(1,000)

Drinking Straws (7 3/4
inch) (Box of 700+) - Blue

One ply beverage napkins are
a must for any bar, home or
professional. How many notes
and phone numbers have been
scratched on one of these guys?
Item #: PTY-05-NAPKIN

This 7 3/4 (7.75”) inch classic drinking straw is completely
round and available in the solid
color of your choice. A thicker
straw then our collins straw, these
drinking straws are the standard
for restaurants, bars, and home
kitchens, for pint glass size mixed
drinks or soda! Item #: PTY-04STRAW-BLUE-700

Vinyl Coated Speed
Opener / Mamba /
Popper - Red

Collins Straws (7
3/4 inch) (Box of
1500+!!!!!) - Red

Flamingo Straws pack of 12

Similar to the classic and popular stainless steel speed opener,
the vinyl coated poppers are for
those who are continually opening bottles and need to add some
padding for their hands. Item #:
OPENER-01-VINYL-RED

This eight (7 3/4”) inch collins straw is
completely round (no ridge in the middle) and a solid color of your choice.
A thinner straw then our drinking
straws, this straw is commonly used
for highball drink cocktails Item #:

Pink plastic straws with a ﬂamingo attached. Wrap the bird
around the straw, match the slots
and you’ve got one cool straw.
Perfect for any of our cups and
glasses. Pack of 12 straws. Item
#: PTY-10-FLAMINGO

Collins Straws (8 inch)
(Box of 500) - Blue

Hula Girl Straws pack of 12

This eight (8”) inch collins straw
is completely round (no ridge in
the middle) and a solid color of
your choice. A thinner straw then
our drinking straws, this straw is
commonly used for highball drink
cocktails! Item #: PTY-03-COLLINS-BLUE

Packed a dozen in a bag. These
plastic straws have an actual tissue hula girl attached. Just open
the skirt and wrap it around the
straw and match the slots. You
are now ready to ofﬁcially enjoy
your party and your drink. Item
#: PTY-11-HULA

Speed Opener / Popper / Bar Mamba
- Stainless
This popular speed bottle opener
(also know as a mamba or popper) is the perfect addition for any
bar, those beginning and the big
time pros! Open your beers like
the bartenders! Item #: OPENER-02-STAINLESS

Vinyl Coated Speed
Opener / Mamba /
Popper - Black
Similar to the classic and popular stainless steel speed opener,
the vinyl coated poppers are for
those who are continually opening bottles and need to add some
padding for their hands. Item #:
OPENER-01-VINYL-BLACK

Vinyl Coated Speed
Opener / Mamba /
Popper - Blue
Similar to the classic and popular stainless steel speed opener,
the vinyl coated poppers are for
those who are continually opening bottles and need to add some
padding for their hands. Item #:
OPENER-01-VINYL-BLUE

PARTY SUPPLIES

This popular speed bottle opener Cocktail shakers are known to be the workhorses
(also know as a mamba or popper) is the perfect addition for any
bar, those beginning and the big
time pros! Open your beers like
the bartenders! Item #: OPENER-02-BLACK
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of the bar. Mix up all kinds of drinks with this extensive selection of high quality shakers and tins!

PTY-03-COLLINS-RED-1500
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Parasol Umbrella
Drink Picks (144
count)

Sword Picks (1,000)

GODARD PRODUCTS

Pocket Rockets Michael Godard Neon
Clock (purple or blue)

These are the ultimate decoration
for all your favorite sweet drinks!
Comes in assorted colors, use
these picks for all your parties!
Item #: PTY-02-BPI

Nothing makes drinking more fun
than these sword cocktail picks!
These little mini swords are perfect for adding a touch of ﬂair to
any mixed drink. Plus, they are
a lot less likely to be swallowed
than a regular tooth pick. Item #:
PTY-06-SWORD

Mojito Kit

Tiki Coasters (set of 4)

The perfect gift for the mojito lover. This is the perfect gift for the
mojito lover on your list! This kit
contains all the necessary tools to
you need to make a mojito. This
includes not just the muddler and
shaker tin, but also a rimmer and
Rokz mint and lime mojito rimming sugar to create a new level
of ﬂavor for your mojito.

Pack of 4 coasters. Coasters are
reuseable and 3”x4” in size. Perfect from keeping the coffee table
gods at bay at your next party!
Item #: PTY-08-TIKI-COASTER

Sip Straws (6 inch)
(Box of 2,000+!!!!!!)
- Black

Tiki Garland for Luau
Theme Party - 12ft!

Dirty Martini Michael Godard Neon Clock (red)

12 feet long and covered with
ﬂower petals. This garland will
set the stage for your party and
change it from “just a party” to an
luau. Tiki Masks hang down every couple feet and island legend
says they work like mistletoe. Try
it - you’ll see. Item #: PTY-09TIKI-GARLAND

Here you will ﬁnd Goddard’s
tongue-in-cheek take on that olive
tainted classic, the “dirty martini”.
Just as in the dirty martini composed of gin and vermouth, it is
the olive that gives this composition its sass. Item #: NEON-21

Tiki Print Napkins

Lost In Paradise Michael Godard Neon
Clock (green)

Shooting the Wad Michael Godard Neon
Clock (red)

This time we instead catch up with
the olives equally spherical and barroom relevant counterpart, the grape.
In this whimsical fabrication, we catch
up with two grapes on a desert isle,
lying near the universal sign of happiness, a knocked over wine glass.

Flaming dice, a wad of cash and
of course a martini with partying
olives...this piece has it all. In true
Godard fashion, this piece contains all the trappings of a true
“baller”. Item #: NEON-27

These sip or stirrer straws are
available in black, blue, red, and
assorted neon colors. A straw perfect for sipping and stirring! Item
#: PTY-01-STIR-BLACK-2000

Sip Straws (6 inch)
(Box of 2,000+!!!!!!)
- Blue
These sip or stirrer straws are available in black, blue, red, and assorted
neon colors. A straw perfect for sipping and stirring! Item #: PTY-01-

Perfect for your tiki theme party,
napkins come printed with tiki god
and design. Each bag contains 20
standard 10”x10” napkins (well, 5
x 5 folded up). Item #: PTY-07TIKI-NAPKIN

STIR-BLUE-2000

Michael Godard art is known across the world for
it’s superb detail & direct connection with partying,
drinking, and gambling - all the fun stuff! If you love
Michael Godard’s art - you’ll need to stock your bar
with some of his pieces found below! Neon clocks
& bar stools, tables coming soon!

Custom Martini Michael
Godard Neon Clock (blue)
A peculiar juxtaposition of martini and “hawg”, this picture is
quick to be noticed by anyone in
the room. The glint of the bike’s
chrome offers a perfect compliment to shimmering martini glass,
both of which contrast nicely with
the dark, dank background. Item
#: NEON-20

This Large Neon Clock is 18” in diameter. The clock has a Metal ﬁnish and takes a AA battery. What
makes this high quality neon wall
clock stand out is it has 2 neon
rings in it. Item #: NEON-24

Pool Shark Michael Godard Neon Clock (blue)
This depiction includes Godard’s
signature martini and olive character motif, in this case confronted by case a grinning shark with
a pool cue...the universal sign
that you’re about to be taken for
a ride. Item #: NEON-25

Praying for Seven Michael Godard Neon
Clock (red)
In this quintessentially Godard
scene the dice ﬂash the lucky 7
as they descend, ﬂaming, on the
craps table. The martini glass and
olive play the background in this
scene in which the dice take center stage. Item #: NEON-26

Item #: NEON-22

Sip Straws (6 inch)
(Box of 2,000+!!!!!!)
- Red
These sip or stirrer straws are
available in black, blue, red, and
assorted neon colors. A straw perfect for sipping and stirring! Item
#: PTY-01-STIR-RED-2000
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Witty Cocktail Napkins
Sometimes it just sounds better when you read it...I guess
because it’s something we think
about but never actually say.
Item #: PTY-12

Fully Stocked
Bar Caddy Set
This Large Neon Clock is 18” in diameter. The clock has a Metal ﬁnish and takes a AA battery. What
makes this high quality neon wall
clock stand out is it has 2 neon
rings in it. Item #: NEON-23

Bar Stool - Custom
Hawg Michael Godard

Custom Martini Godard Artwork:
A peculiar juxtaposition of martini
and “hawg”, this picture is quick
to be noticed by anyone in the
room Item #: BARSTOOL-01CUSTOM-HAWG
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Bar Stool - Dirty Martini Michael Godard

Bar Stool - Praying
for Seven Michael
Godard

Dirty Martini Godard Artwork: Here
you will ﬁnd Godard’s tongue-incheek take on that olive tainted
classic, the “dirty martini”. Just
as in the dirty martini composed
of gin and vermouth, it is the olive that gives this composition its
sass. Item #: BARSTOOL-02DIRTY-MARTINI

Praying for Seven Godard Artwork: In this quintessentially
Godard scene the dice ﬂash the
lucky 7 as they descend, ﬂaming,
on the craps table. Item #: BARSTOOL-07-PRAYING-SEVEN

Arctic Ice Shot 20
Piece Party Pack

Thousand Drinking
Games

Pardon the pun, but Arctic Ice
Shots are perhaps the coolest
party favor ever! These are exactly what they look like – they
form an ice cube shaped like a
shot glass. Item #: GLASS-03ICESHOT-PARTYPACK

1000 Drinking Games combines
rounds of classic and new drinking games with off-the-wall plot
twists and a variety of drink assignments. Item #: GAME-051000

Bar Stool - Shooting the
Wad Michael Godard

Arctic Ice Shot 6
Piece Starter Pack

Please allow approx 1 week for
delivery on this beautiful masterpiece, imagine how many times
you’ll take a sip of your favorite drink & glance at this trophy,
get yours today! Item #: BARSTOOL-11-NASCAR-GODARD

Shooting the Wad Godard Artwork: Flaming dice, a wad of cash
and of course a martini with partying olives...this piece has it all.
In true Godard fashion, this piece
contains all the trappings of a true
“baller”. Item #: BARSTOOL-08SHOOT-WAD-GODARD

Pardon the pun, but Arctic Ice
Shots are perhaps the coolest
party favor ever! These are exactly what they look like – they
form an ice cube shaped like a
shot glass. Item #: GLASS-04ICESHOT-6PACK

Bar Stool - Olive Party Michael Godard

Bar Stool - Sitting on
Seven Michael Godard

Beer Poker

BB Kings

Turn all of your favorite card
games into drinking games by
gambling for drinks instead of
money. The printing on the chip
is the drink assignment. Item #:
GAME-03-POKER

The B.B. King Blues Club offers
music fans a unique experience.
Owned by the Bensusan Family,
proprietors of the world renowned
Blue Note Jazz Club. Item #:
ART-01-BB-KINGS

Artic Ice Shot 6
Piece Starter Pack

Brooklyn Bridge

Olive Party Godard Artwork: This
proves it once and for all...olives
like to be tossed martinis! In this
cheerful celebration of inebriation, olives dive in a martini glass,
as their pickled acquaintances
partake in all the activities that
make parties worthwhile. Item #:
BARSTOOL-04-OLIVE-PARTY

Bar Stool - Pocket Rockets Michael Godard
Michael Godard is currently the number one selling artist in the world.
Michael Godard’s paintings have
all doubled in value as soon as that
edition sells out.
Item #: BAR-

STOOL-10-POOL-SHARK-TWO

Michael Godard’s paintings have
all doubled in value as soon as
that edition sells out. His painting
are sought after by many celebrities including Arnold Shwarzenegger and his good friend
Vince Neil. Item #: BARSTOOL09-SEVEN-SITTER

DRINKING GAMES
If you want to include in your party alcoholic beverages, you’ll ﬁnd adult drinking party game ideas

This is the reload kit for our Bombed
beer pong kit. This kit contains what
you’ll need to keep playing, keg after
keg after keg. Item #: GAME-07-

RELOAD

fun to include.
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Bar Stool - Nascar
Michael Godard

Bar Stool - Pool Shark
II Michael Godard

Bombed Complete
Beer Pong Beirut Kit

Rehab Drinking
Game

Michael Godard is currently the
number one selling artist in the
world. Michael Godard’s paintings have all doubled in value
as soon as that edition sells out.
Item #: BARSTOOL-10-POOLSHARK-TWO

Item #: GAME-06-BEER-PONG

TYou and the other players are
raging alcoholics trying to get
into rehab. Soon after you get out
though, you end up falling off the
wagon and drinking at one of the
many bars and clubs. Item #:
GAME-04-REHAB

Eddie Alfaro, born and raised in the shadow of
New York City - has been greatly inﬂuenced by the
city’s energy. His artistic inﬂuences are diverse.

The Brooklyn Bridge (originally the New York and Brooklyn
Bridge), one of the oldest suspension bridges in the United States,
stretches 5,989 feet (1825 m)[1]
over the East River connecting
the New York City boroughs of
Manhattan and Brooklyn. Item #:
ART-03-BROOKLYN-BRIDGE

Brownstone
Brownstone is often popularly associated in the United States of
America with New York City. The
quarries used for theearly brownstones of New York City were in
New Jersey, and in the Connecticut River area. Item #: ART-04BROWNSTORE
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CBGB
Ever wonder what CBGB acronym stands for - well her you go
(Country, Blue-Grass, and Blues),
CBGB’s was a legendary music
club located at 315 Bowery at
Bleecker Street. Item #: ART-02CBGB-BOWERY-PUNK

The George Washington Bridge
spans the Hudson River, connecting Manhattan & New Jersey. The
Bridge was dedicated on October
24, 1931. Item #: ART-09-GWBRIDGE

Radio City

Woolsworth

Radio City Music Hall is an entertainment venue located in New
York City’s Rockefeller Center. Its
nickname is the Showplace of the
Nation. Item #: ART-14-RADIOCITY

The Woolworth Building, at ﬁftyﬁve stories, is one of the oldest
— and one of the most famous
— skyscrapers in New York
City. Item #: ART-19-WOOLSWORTH

Chrysler Building

Guggenheim Museum

Shea Stadium

Yankees Stadium

The Chrysler Building is a skyscraper and distinctive symbol
of New York City, standing 1,046
feet (319 m) high on the east side
of Manhattan at the intersection
of 42nd Street and Lexington Avenue. Item #: ART-05-CHRYSLER-BUILDING

Founded in 1937, the Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum is a
modern Art Museum Located on
the Upper East Side. It is one of
the best known museums in New
York City. Item #: ART-10-GUGGENHEIM

William A. Shea Municipal Stadium, usually shortened to Shea
Stadium, is an American baseball
stadium in Flushing, New York. It
is the longtime home of the New
York Mets Major League Baseball club, and one of the oldest
ballparks in the National League.
Item #: ART-15-SHEA-STADIUM

Yankee Stadium is the home of
the New York Yankees. Located
at East 161 Street & River Avenue in the Bronx. Item #: ART20-YANKEES

City Escapes

Katz Deli Lower East Side

St Patrick’s Cathedral

New York City (ofﬁcially the City
of New York) is the most populous city in the United States and
one of the major globalcities of
the world. Item #: ART-06-CITYESCAPES

Katz’s Deli is a Jewish delicatessen on the Lower East Side
of New York City, located at 205
E. Houston Street, on the southwest corner of Houston and Ludlow Streets, in Manhattan. Item
#: ART-11-KATZ-DELI

St. Patrick’s Cathedral is the largest decorated gothic-style Catholic cathedral in North America. It
is located at 50th Street & Fifth
Avenue. The cathedral was designed by James Renwick, Jr.
Item #: ART-16-ST-PATRICKS

Coney Island / Astroland

Manhattan Bridge

Statue of Liberty

Astroland is a 3.1 acre amusement
park in Coney Island ﬁrst opened in
1962. It is located at 1000 Surf Avenue (Corner ofWest 10th Street) on
the boardwalk. Item #: ART-07-

The Manhattan Bridge is a suspension bridge that crosses the
East River connecting Lower
Manhattan with Brooklyn. It was
designed by Ralph Modjeski.
Item #: ART-13-MANHATTANBRIDGE

The new Statue of Liberty torch
replaced the original, which was
deemed beyond repair because of
the extensive 1916 modiﬁcations.
The 1886 torch is now located in the
monument’s lobby museum. Item #:

CONEY-ISLAND
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George Washington
Bridge

ART-12-LIBERTY

Corona Park

Prospect Park

Wall Street

Flushing Meadows - Corona Park,
occasionally referred to as Flushing Meadows Park, is located in
northern Queens, New York City,
USA, roughly at the intersection of
the Long Island Expressway and
the Grand Central Parkway. Item
#: ART-08-CORONA-PARK

Prospect Park is a 585 acre (2.1
sq. km) public park in the New
York City borough of Brooklyn located between Park Slope, Kensington, Windsor Terrace and Flatbush Avenue, Grand Army Plaza
and the Brooklyn Botanic Garden
and seven blocks north east of
Green-Wood Cemetery. Item #:
ART-17-PROSPECT-PARK

The New York Stock Exchange
located on Broad Street. It was
founded in 1792 and originally a
Dutch Country Item #: ART-18WALL-STREET

ABOUT NEW YORK BAR STORE
NewYorkBarStore.com was established in New York City to provide high quality, trendy bar products & bartending accessories
for today’s modern & sophisticated individual. We take the time to
provide customers with the best online shopping experience possible. We do this by providing you with a detailed description of all
our products, great prices, secure order processing, timely & affordable shipping & experienced & courteous customer service!
In addition to our variety of bar products, we want to share the energy & passion of New York City, which we feel everyone should
be able to experience! Using our advice on modern bar design,
looking at some fashionable New York Bars, & keeping tabs on
the hottest drinks you’ll be well on your way to keeping up with
the New York City Bar Lifestyle!! We hope to build a lasting relationship with our customers, as we know providing you top rated
customer service will encourage you to keep coming back!
So sit back & relax. Shop for some cool bar sets to impress the
guests at your next party, read some drinking quotes, & check
out the New York bars...your feedback & support will help us
ensure the highest quality products & information.
Interested in partnering with NewYorkBarStore.com? We’re always looking for hard working, talented individuals yearning to
synergize with a young company. Whether you’re interested in
Drop Ship partnership, afﬁliate sales, editing & writing, reviewing bars, or simply trading links NewYorkBarStore.com appreciates your interest & supports your creativity.

